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ABSTRACT

This study examines to what extent native speakers of Dutch, who are beginning
learners of Italian, have acquired the perception and production of the Italian
contrast between singleton and geminate consonants. In Italian, but not in Dutch,
consonants can be phonemically long and minimal pairs like dita (‘fingers’) –
ditta (‘company’) differ only in the singleton vs. geminate character of the conso-
nant. The results of an AXB discrimination task and a word-reading task
revealed that learners were able to perceive the distinction between singletons and
geminates and produced longer closure/frication durations for geminate than for
singleton consonants. In addition, just like native speakers, they produced signifi-
cantly longer vowels preceding singletons than preceding geminates. However, the
distribution of individual tokens showed a considerable overlap between the
singleton and the geminate category. The results confirm Mah & Archibald’s
(2003) hypothesis that learners may redeploy a familiar native language length
contrast in vowels in the context of consonants, but may fail to phonetically
implement the contrast in a native-like way.

1. Research context and aims

Learning a new language involves acquiring its phonology. Although learners
may differ in the extent to which they aim at a native-like pronunciation, and
there is still no consensus in the literature as to whether it is actually possible
for adult learners to speak a second language (L2) without even a trace of a
foreign accent (see Dewaele, 2009 for an overview on the relation between
age and ultimate attainment in L2 pronunciation), acquiring the phonemic
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contrasts in the L2 is crucial for all learners, since these are needed to distin-
guish between minimal pairs in the L2 lexicon. The acquisition of phonemic
contrasts which also occur in the learners’ native language is generally
unproblematic: learners of Dutch, for example, have no problem acquiring
the English /r/-/l/ contrast, because Dutch also has a contrast between /r/ (as
in rood, ‘red’) and /l/ (as in lood, ‘lead’). However, numerous studies have
shown that the acquisition of L2 phonemic contrasts which do not occur in
the learners’ L1 is one of the most difficult and problematic areas of second
language acquisition. For instance, native speakers of Japanese have been
reported to have difficulty with the English phonemic contrast between /r/
and /l/, since there is only one phoneme /ɾ/ in Japanese (cf. a.o. Aoyama,
Flege, Guion, Akahane-Yamade, & Yamada, 2004; Goto, 1971).

The present study focuses on the acquisition of a much less researched
phonemic contrast, namely that between Italian short (called ‘singleton’) and
long (called ‘geminate’) consonants. The term ‘geminates’ is used to indicate
phonetically long consonants that are phonologically ambisyllabic (Bertinetto
& Loporcaro, 2005; Payne, 2006; Tagliapietra & McQueen, 2010). Gemi-
nate consonants are found in a variety of languages, such as Italian (Esposito
& Di Benedetto, 1999), Lebanese Arabic (Al-Tamimi & Khattab, 2011),
Japanese (Idemaru & Guion-Anderson, 2010), Austronesian languages
(Cohn, Ham, & Podesva, 1999), Tashlhiyt Berber (Ridouane, 2010),
Bengali and Turkish (Lahiri & Hankamer, 1988). Few studies have exam-
ined the acquisition of Italian geminates (exceptions include Kabak et al.,
2011; Celata & Costamagna, 2012; see also Celata & Cancila, 2008 and
2010 on the effects of language attrition on the perception of Italian gemi-
nates by Italian immigrants in the U.S.A.). The present study aims to
contribute to the literature on the acquisition of geminates by examining the
perception and production of Italian geminates by native speakers of Dutch.

In Standard Italian, length is phonemic for many consonants. For
instance, there is a phonemic contrast between singleton /t/ and geminate
/t:/: the word dita with a short /t/ (/dita/) means ‘fingers’, while the word
ditta with a long /t:/ (/dit:a/) means ‘company’. The consonants that can
distinctively occur as singleton or geminate in intervocalic position are /p/,
/t/, /k/, /b/, /d/, /g/, /ʧ/, /ʤ/, /m/, /n/, /r/, /l/, /f/, /v/, /s/, and /l/ (Bertinetto
& Loporcaro, 2005). Contrastive gemination should not be confounded
with gemination caused by raddoppiamento fonosintattico, a sandhi phenom-
enon occurring regularly after word-final stress in Standard Italian, e.g. in
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sequences like città belle (‘beautiful cities’), pronounced as città[b:]elle1.
Vowel length is not contrastive in Italian. According to traditional analysis,
the surface length of vowels is determined by stress and syllabic structure:
vowels in open stressed syllables are lengthened, as in the word [‘fɔ:ro] (Eng.:
‘forum’) vs. [‘forno] (‘oven’), whereas vowels in unstressed and closed sylla-
bles do not lengthen (Nespor, 1993: 68, 159). These claims are also
supported by several experimental investigations, such as those carried out by
Bertinetto 1981, Marotta 1985, Vayra, Avesani & Fowler (1999), Hajek,
Stevens & Webster (2007). However, vowel lengthening does not occur in all
contexts, but is phonotactically constrained (Marotta 1985; Nespor 1993).
This generalization can be derived from the observation that vowels do not
allophonically lengthen in word-final stressed position, while they do in
other non-word-final, stressed positions (Krämer, 2009; Nespor, 1993). For
instance, the final vowel of words such as virtù (‘virtue’) remains short despite
the stress and the lack of a coda2. Moreover, according to D’Imperio &
Rosenthall (1999), (1999) and Van Santen & D’Imperio (1999), full vowel
length is only found in stressed syllables occurring in penultimate position,
while in other positions the lengthening is reduced or even absent3. For
instance, with respect to stressed vowels in antepenultimate position, several
studies have demonstrated that the presence of post-tonic syllables affects the
length of the stressed vowel provoking its shortening (Marotta 1985, Vayra,
Avesani & Fowler 1999, Hajek, Stevens & Webster 2007)4.

In Dutch, consonant length is never phonemic: although consonants may
be ‘geminated’, in the sense of ‘doubled’, in orthography, they are never
phonemically long. For instance, the distinction between the Dutch words

1 Note that raddoppiamento fonosintattico can also occur irregularly after a set of mostly monosyllabic
words. The actual contexts in which the irregular raddoppiamento takes place vary from one regional
variety of Italian to another. See Loporcaro (1997) for an extensive discussion of regular and irregular
raddoppiamento fonosintattico.

2 However, experimental evidence about the length of word-final stressed vowels has cast doubt on this
view. The results of Hajek, Stevens & Webster (2007) and Hajek & Stevens (2011) have shown that
stressed vowels in word-final and penultimate position do not differ significantly in duration.
Phonetic evidence in favour of the shortening has instead been provided by a.o. Vayra et al. (1992).
According to the authors, word-final stressed vowels are short and are followed by a glottalized region
which acts as a coda, restoring the heaviness of the stressed syllable which is required by Italian
phonology (Nespor 1993; on glottalization and vowel length in Italian, see also Van Santen and
D’Imperio, 1999).

3 According to Bertinetto & Loporcaro (2005), vowel lengthening in open stressed syllables takes place
only when the word is uttered in isolation, or under emphasis, or when it occurs at the end of a
phonological phrase.

4 However, this compensatory shortening is less marked than in English. This divergence has been
related to differences in the rhythmic structure and to the role played in the prosodic phonology of
two languages by the foot (Vayra et al. 1987; Marotta 1999, 2012).
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potten ‘pots’ and poten ‘legs’ does not lie in the length of the consonant /t/,
since both contain the singleton phoneme /t/. Instead, the Dutch contrast
between potten and poten is made through a distinction of vowel length and
quality (in this case, /ɔ/ and /o:/, respectively). The complementary distinc-
tion of vowel quality and length is an important one, although Standard
Dutch vowels are often presented in pairs containing a ‘short’ and a ‘long’
member, such as /ɪ/-/i/ and /ɑ/-/a:/ (Collins & Mees, 1999; Kooij & Van
Oostendorp, 2003). Moreover, not all vowels which are sometimes classified
as ‘long’, are indeed phonetically longer than so called ‘short’ vowels. For
instance, the high vowels /i/, /y/ and /u/ are often pronounced as short
vowels5, although Booij (1999: 15) argues that these vowels phonologically
behave like long vowels, i.e. would contain two elements on the timing tier in
an autosegmental analysis. Only one of these “receives a melodic interpreta-
tion” (Booij, 1999: 16). The distinction between long and short vowels in
Dutch is, moreover, somewhat misleading, since it is always accompanied by
an equally important distinction in vowel quality. In this representation,
vowel quantity thus indexes vowel quality.

Table 1 pairs the Dutch vowels according to (potential) contrasts in
phonetic vowel length. This table shows that only four short vowels have
long counterparts, i.e. /ɛ/-/e:/, /ɑ/-/a:/, /ɔ/-/o:/ and /œ/-/ø:/. It is interesting
to note that the Italian vowel system, consisting of seven vowels, is a subset of
the Dutch vowel system (table 1). Note that only two pairs contain at least
one vowel that is also present in Italian.

Nooteboom & Cohen (1995) have also shown that consonants in Dutch
are shorter when preceded by a long vowel than when preceded by a short
vowel, i.e. [p] in kopen (‘buy’) would be shorter than in koppen (‘cups’).
However, these differences in length are small and they do not seem to be
perceptually relevant (Heeren, 2006: 73).

5 The phonetic realization of Dutch vowels is highly dependent on dialect/regiolect (for details of
vowel realizations in Dutch dialects, see Goossens, Taeldeman, Verleyen, & De Wulf, 1998-2005).
For instance, in the Brabantine area, the vowel /ɪ/tends to be realized as [i] and contrasts with the
long [i:].
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Cross-linguistically, the phonetic length of obstruent consonants is deter-
mined by the closure duration (for plosives) or the period of frication (for
fricatives) (Arvaniti & Tserdanelis, 2000; Esposito & Di Benedetto, 1999;
Lahiri & Hankamer, 1988; Ridouane, 2010). In Italian, however, the dura-
tion of the preceding vowel and the consonant/vowel (henceforth C/V) ratio
also contribute to the singleton/geminate distinction (Bertinetto & Vivalda,
1978), since vowels preceding geminates are shortened in Italian (Picket,
Blumstein & Burton, 1999). Since there is no fixed consonant duration for
either singletons or geminates across different speakers and different speaking
rates (Picket et al., 1999), the C/V ratio acts as a “self-normalizing function
with respect to speech rate” (Idemaru & Guion-Anderson, 2010: 43). Picket
et al. (1999) determined a more or less stable C/V ratio value of 1.0 that
distinguished between singletons and geminates in stressed syllables and a
ratio of 2.0 for unstressed syllables (Pickett, Blumstein, & Burton, 1999:
145-149).

Native speakers of Dutch learning Italian thus need to acquire a set of
phonemic contrasts, involving singleton and geminate consonant pairs. In
this study we set out to examine to what extent beginning L1 Dutch learners
of Italian have acquired the perception and production of the L2 contrast
between singleton and geminate consonants, which does not occur in their
L1. The acquisition of the Italian singleton-geminate contrast by native
speakers of Dutch is of particular interest in light of Brown’s (1998) claim
that phonological features which occur in the L1 may be redeployed in a

Table 1. Standard Dutch phonetically short (left) and long (right) steady state 
vowels and Italian vowels (bold)

Dutch short 
vowels

Italian vowels
Dutch long 

vowels
Italian vowels

/ɪ/ as in ‘pit’

/i/ as in ‘piet’ /i/ as in ‘vita’ (‘life’)

/ɛ/ as in ‘pet’ /ɛ/ as in ‘è’ (‘it is’) /e:/as in ‘peet’ /e/ as in ‘meno’ (‘less’)
/u/as in ‘poet’ /u/ as in ‘fungo’ (‘mush-

room’)
/ɔ/ as in ‘pot’ /ɔ/ as in ‘oro’ (‘gold’) /o:/ as in ‘poot’ /o/ as in ‘dopo’ (‘after’)
/ɑ/ as in ‘pad’ /a:/ as in ‘baat’ /a/ as in ‘lago’ (‘lake’)
/œ/ as in ‘put’ /ø:/ as in ‘peut’
/y/ as in ‘buut’
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novel context in the L2. Brown (1998) found that Chinese speakers were able
to master the non-native English contrast between /b/ and /v/ because their
L1 grammar contained the features [continuant] and [voice], which are
contrastive elsewhere in their L1 phonology, even though neither of the L2
phones are part of the Chinese phonemic inventory. By contrast, native
speakers of Japanese, which does not make contrastive use of these features,
were not successful in acquiring the /b/-/v/ contrast. Brown suggests that the
Chinese but not the Japanese learners could redeploy these features in a new
L2 context.

Since the feature [length] is (partly) contrastive for Dutch vowels, but not
for consonants, Dutch learners of Italian need to learn to use this feature in a
new context, i.e. for consonants. Mah & Archibald (2003) report the results
of a case study on the acquisition of Japanese geminates by a native speaker of
English. English, just like Dutch, has a length contrast in vowels, but lacks a
length contrast in consonants. By examining the production of Japanese
singleton and geminate consonants by the English speaker they found that,
although the duration values produced by the participant differed from those
of native Japanese speakers reported in Han (1992), the English speaker had
clearly mastered some notion of contrastive length, as she consistently
produced a distinction between singleton and geminate consonants.
According to Mah & Archibald (2003), the results of this case study confirm
Brown’s (1998) hypothesis that L2 learners can redeploy features which are
contrastive elsewhere in the learners’ L1, though the phonetic implementa-
tion of the contrast may lag behind. We will examine to what extent Brown’s
hypothesis holds for a larger sample of participants, with Dutch as their
native language and Italian as the target language.

In Section 2, the specific research questions and hypotheses will be
formulated. Sections 3 and 4 present the methodologies, results and discus-
sion of two experiments, before reaching the general discussion and conclu-
sions in Section 5.

2. Acquiring geminates: hypotheses and predictions

Acquiring the phonology of a language involves both the perception and the
production of new L2 contrasts. According to Best’s Perceptual Assimilation
Model (henceforth PAM; Best, 1995; Best, McRoberts & Goodell, 2001),
listeners consciously or subconsciously detect information regarding the
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articulatory gestures that generate a phone when listening to language. This
information helps L2 learners to assimilate non-native sounds to sounds of
the L1 system. Best et al. (2001) distinguish between three types of L2
phones: (1) phones which are categorized as good or bad exemplars of native
phones, (2) phones which fall in-between native phones and are hence
‘uncategorized’, and (3) phones which do not correspond in any way to
native phonemes and are hence ‘unassimilable’. On the basis of similarities
and differences between the L1 and the L2, PAM makes predictions about
how L2 sounds will be perceived by L1 speakers. According to PAM, if two
non-native phones are assimilated to two different categories (a process
termed ‘Two Category assimilation’) or if one phone is categorized and the
other is uncategorized, then the listener will be able to discriminate between
these two sounds. If, by contrasts, two sounds are assimilated to one L1
phoneme (a process termed ‘Single Category assimilation’), then the L1 will
prevent the listener to perceive the contrast. In the latter case, there may still
be a difference in ‘Category Goodness’: one sound may be perceived as a
better exemplar of the L1 phoneme than the other. In a modified version of
PAM, called PAM-L2, Best & Tyler (2007) also argue that, in a case of Cate-
gory Goodness for L2 learners, “a new phonetic and phonological category is
reasonably likely to be formed eventually for the deviant L2 phone, while the
L2 phone that is perceived as a better exemplar would be perceived as phono-
logically and phonetically equivalent to the L1 category” (Best & Tyler, 2007:
29, original italics).

Italian geminate consonants to a large extent resemble the corresponding
Dutch singleton consonants and it could be hypothesized that a case of
single-category assimilation would occur: Dutch speakers have singleton
obstruents in their L1 and are thus predicted to assimilate both Italian single-
tons and geminates to Dutch singletons. For instance, both Italian /t/ and /t:/
would be assimilated to the same phonological category /t/ in Dutch. At the
same time, it can also be hypothesized that L1 Dutch speakers would
perceive the Italian singletons to be better exemplars of the Dutch singleton
category than Italian geminates. If there is such a case of Category Goodness,
listeners are predicted to be able to distinguish between singleton and gemi-
nate consonants in Italian and to perform well on a perceptual discrimination
task. On the basis of this distinction, the L1 Dutch speakers would eventually
create a new phonological and phonetic category for /t:/, while they would
consider Italian /t/ to be completely equivalent to Dutch /t/ and fail to estab-
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lish a new category. However, as Best & Tyler (2007: 29) point out, just how
and when in the L2 development the deviant phone  – or in the case at hand,
set of phones – will be acquired remains a topic for further research.

Since the phonetic implementation of geminates does not solely consist of
lengthening the consonant (see Section 1), but also of a shortening of the
previous vowel, the acquisition of the phonetic categories of geminate obstru-
ents also requires adapting the duration of the preceding vowel to the
following consonant. The results of Mah & Archibald’s (2003: 211) case
study suggest that speakers of languages in which the singleton/geminate
contrast is absent may be able to acquire the contrast by redeploying the
feature [length]. In spite of this, they argue that the largest struggle lies in
“[implementing] the length contrast in a native-like fashion” (Mah & Archi-
bald, 2003: 211).

On the basis of current perception and production modes, we can formu-
late three main research questions and hypotheses with respect to the acquisi-
tion of Italian geminates by native speakers of Dutch.

The first question will be whether native speakers of Dutch, who are
beginning learners of Italian, are able to perceptually distinguish between
Italian words differing only in the singleton vs. geminate character of the
medial obstruent. Following Best’s PAM (1995) and Best & Tyler’s (2007)
PAM-L2, we hypothesize that learners will categorize both Italian singletons
and geminates to Dutch singletons, but will consider geminates to be bad
exemplars of the singleton category. This will enable them to distinguish
singletons and geminates in a perceptual discrimination task.

Secondly, it will be examined whether these learners are able to produce a
basic contrast between singleton and geminate consonants in terms of conso-
nant length, measured as closure duration. We will examine whether Mah &
Archibald’s (2003) claim that the feature ‘vowel length’ may be redeployed to
encompass consonant length in the acquisition of geminates also holds for a
larger number of speakers, with a different L1 and L2 containing geminates.
If native speakers of Dutch learning Italian are indeed able to redeploy the
feature [length], which is contrastive in their L1 only for vowels, to encom-
pass consonant length, they are predicted to produce geminates with a longer
closure duration than singletons.

A third question will be whether learners implement the production of
singletons vs. geminates phonetically in a native-like way, i.e. whether they
vary vowel length with the singleton vs. geminate character of the obstruent.
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We hypothesize that native speakers of Dutch who are beginning learners of
Italian may not be able to implement the singleton/geminate contrast in a
fully native-like way, i.e. may not vary vowel length with consonant length in
a way similar to that of native speakers.

In order to answer these three research questions and to test the hypoth-
eses, a group of native speakers of Dutch performed two experiments: a
perceptual discrimination task, discussed in Section 3, and a production task,
reported on in Section 4.

3. Experiment 1: Perception

3.1. Participants

A group of 10 university students of Italian at a Flemish University partici-
pated in this study. All were monolingual native speakers of Dutch between
18 and 20 years old. They were all first year university students of Italian and
had not taken any Italian classes prior to their university studies. Two
students (participants no. 6 and 10) had started learning Italian before
coming to university on a purely autodidactic basis (i.e. with a textbook). All
students had received a one-week pronunciation training at the beginning of
the term. At university, the Italian courses are taught in Italian by native and
non-native, but very proficient, speakers. At the time of testing, all partici-
pants had completed one full semester. Before the test, the participants were
asked what languages they spoke. None of these languages contained a
phonemic geminate/singleton contrast. The perception task was also
completed by one native speaker of Italian from Varese, Lombardy, who
taught Italian at university.

3.2. Materials

The selected geminates and singletons were the Italian voiceless stops /p/ and
/t/, and the voiceless fricative /s/. The focus lay on voiceless obstruents,
because the boundary between a voiceless obstruent and an adjacent vowel
can most easily be identified in an oscillogram and spectrogram, leading to
reliable duration measurements. All of the selected Italian singleton conso-
nants are also part of the phonological inventory of Dutch, so that native
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speakers of Dutch would not have difficulty producing the consonants them-
selves.

A total of 10 minimal word pairs were included in the experiment (see the
appendix for a list of the stimuli). These pairs consisted of actual Italian
words. All words are disyllabic with stress on the first syllable (e.g. cassa
[‘kas:a] – casa [‘kasa]). The sample included nouns (e.g. mese ‘month’), verbs
(e.g. speso ‘spent’) and a numeral (sette ‘seven’). The words were selected from
a wordlist that the students used in an Italian proficiency course at university
to ensure that they were part of the learners’ vocabulary. Restricting the
sample to words from the wordlist limited the number of eligible minimal
pairs and consonants. This led to the use of a number of near-minimal pairs,
such as copia [‘kɔpja] (‘copy’) vs. coppia [‘koppja] (‘pair’)6. However, consid-
ering the fact that the students were relatively inexperienced speakers of
Italian, the use of geminates in familiar words allowed us to study words in
which a potential consonant contrast could already have been lexically
encoded.

A female native speaker of Italian (Neapolitan variety) produced the
stimuli. In Northern Italian pronunciation, short medial <s> tends to be real-
ized as voiced [z], giving rise to an additional consonant contrast in pairs like
‘casa’ – [‘kaza] vs. ‘cassa’ – [‘kas:a]. By contrast, in the Southern regional
variety spoken by our speaker, intervocalic <s> is normally voiceless and it
was also pronounced in this way in the stimuli used for the experiment. The
stimuli were recorded with a microphone (Sony ECM-MS907) placed on a
stand and plugged into a portable Marantz recorder (PMD 620). The record-
ings were made in a silent room, with only the experimenter and the native
Italian speaker present. Each token was recorded twice because the percep-
tion task required the participants to match two different instances of the
same word (see Section 3.3). In order to neutralise the effect of sentence
prosody, the tokens were in all instances embedded in the carrier sentence
‘Dirò la parola ___ ancora’ (‘I will say the word ___ again’). The tokens were
then cut out of these carrier phrases in separate .WAV files sampled at 44,1
KHz and 16-bit sound.

6 Four of the 10 word pairs used as stimuli are sub-minimal in Neapolitan Italian (i.e., in the regional
variety of Italian spoken by the speaker recorded for the discrimination task): copia [‘kɔpja] (‘copy’)
vs. coppia [‘koppja] (‘pair’); rosa [‘rɔsa] (‘rose’) vs. rossa [‘ros:a] (‘red’); note [‘nɔte] (‘notes’) vs. notte
[nɔt:e] (‘night’); sete [‘sete] (‘thirst’) vs. sette [sɛt:e] (‘seven’). In these word pairs, the contrast is not
only made through the singleton-geminate distinction, but also through a vowel quality distinction
([ɔ]-[o] and [e]-[ɛ]).
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A measurement of these stimuli revealed an average consonant length of
112.3ms for singletons and 264ms for geminates. The Consonant/Vowel
ratios of the stimuli ranged from 0.4 to 1.0 for singleton consonants and
from 1.6 to 3.3 for geminates.

3.3. Procedure

In order to investigate whether the participants could perceptually distin-
guish between words differing only in the singleton vs. geminate character of
the medial obstruent, they performed an AXB test designed in Praat
(Boersma & Weenink, 2012). In this test, three stimuli were played after one
another and the participants had to judge whether the second stimulus (X)
was similar to the first (A) or the third (B) one. The singleton or geminate
token was randomly assigned to either A or B. For the X stimuli, a different
token was used than for the A and B stimuli, so that participants could not
rely on acoustic identity between tokens to make their judgements.

Participants were seated in front of a computer screen. They were told
they would hear sequences of three words, separated by an interstimulus
interval of 0.5 seconds, over the headphones (e.g. ‘messe – mese – mese’) and
each time had to determine whether the second word was similar to the first
or the third one. They were instructed to click on a yellow square repre-
senting either the first (A) or the last (B) sound. The participants could only
listen to the stimuli once and the next triplet was presented as soon as the
participant had responded.

The 20 AXB triplets were played in randomized order over headphones at
a comfortable listening volume.

3.4. Results

For this task, the number of correct answers per AXB triplet was determined.
Table 2 presents an overview of the results, presented separately for trials in
which the ‘X’ token was a singleton or a geminate.

Table 2. Perception task results for L1 Dutch and L1 Italian speakers

N Geminate Singleton Total
N % N % N %

L1 Dutch 10 188/200 94,0% 194/200 97,0% 382/400 95,5%
L1 Italian 1 20/20 100% 19/20 95,0% 39/40 97,5%
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Table 2 shows that the L1 Dutch learners of Italian performed very well on
the discrimination task, with a score of 97% correct for the singletons and
94% correct for the geminates. As expected, the native speaker of Italian
received an almost perfect score on the task, with 97,5% correct. The speaker
made one mistake, misperceiving ‘spesso’ as ‘speso’ at the very beginning of
the experiment. Table 3 presents the results for the individual consonants.
Note that the results do not change if we consider the discrimination of
minimal like ‘dita’ vs ‘ditta’ vs. sub-minimal pairs like ‘rosa’ vs. ‘rossa’: for the
minimal pairs, the answers were correct in 94,2% of the cases for geminates
and in 95,8% for singleton. For the sub-minimal pairs the scores were 93,8%
for geminates and 98,8% for singleton. Furthermore, the results of a X-
squared test also indicate that there is no significant difference in the rate of
correct (p-value = 0.9448) or incorrect answers (p-value = 0.5505) between
the minimal and the sub-minimal pairs. These results suggest that the
learners did not discriminate differently between geminates and singletons in
minimal and sub-minimal pairs and, therefore, that the quality of the vowel
preceding the target consonant does not play a crucial role in the perception
of the contrast under investigation.

Table 3 shows that the performance on plosives (95%) is comparable to that
on fricatives (96%), but with differences between individual consonants. The
lowest score was reached on the bilabial plosive pair /p/-/p:/, which was
correctly discriminated in 92,5% of the trials. By contrast, the alveolar stops
/t/ and /t:/ were correctly discriminated in 96,7% trials. Scores on the alve-
olar fricative pair /s/-/s:/ (96%) were similar to those on the alveolar stop pair
/t/-/t:/ (96,7%), but on average higher than on the bilabial stop /p/-/p:/ pair
(92,5%). These results suggest that place of articulation rather than manner

Table 3. Perception task results and standard deviations (in %) for L1 Dutch 
speakers as a function of consonant category

Geminate Singleton Total
N % N % N %

Plosive 93/100 93,0% 97/100 97,0% 190/200 95,0%
/p/ 36/40 90,0% 38/40 95,0% 74/80 92,5%
/t/ 57/60 95,0% 59/60 98,3% 116/120 96,7%

Fricative 95/100 95,0% 97/100 97,0% 192/200 96,0%
/s/ 95/100 95,0% 97/100 97,0% 192/200 96,0%

Total 188/200 94,0% 194/200 97,0% 382/400 95,5%
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of articulation could have an effect on the degree of difficulty native Dutch
speakers experience with the discrimination between Italian singletons and
geminates. Specifically, the results tentatively suggest that the further back-
wards in the oral cavity the consonants are produced, the easier it is to
perceive the length differences, i.e. scores on alveolar /s/ and /t/ were higher
than those on bilabial /p/.

3.5. Discussion

As expected, the near-perfect score of the native speaker on the AXB task
suggests that the task posed no problems for native speakers. Interestingly, the
L1 Dutch speakers who were only beginning learners of Italian also received
very high scores on the task, even though the singleton/geminate contrast
does not occur in Dutch. The results suggested that place of articulation may
have an effect on the degree of difficulty learners experience with the discrim-
ination of the Italian consonants, where articulations further backward in the
mouth seemed to lead to better performance on the AXB task than articula-
tions in the front of the oral cavity. It is at the moment unclear to us what
could cause this effect, and more research is clearly needed to test whether
this tentative hypothesis can be confirmed for more speakers. In any case,
these high scores on the AXB task confirm the hypothesis that the partici-
pants are able to distinguish between words differing only in the singleton vs.
geminate character of the medial consonant, as predicted by Best’s PAM
(1995) and Best & Tyler’s (2007) PAM-L2. According to these models,
native speakers of Dutch could be predicted to show Single-Category assimi-
lation for Italian singletons and geminates, but with a difference in Category
Goodness for the two categories, i.e. singletons would be perceived as better
exemplars of the Dutch category than geminates.

However, an alternative explanation for the learners’ high scores on the
perceptual discrimination task cannot be excluded. In Italian, vowels
preceding geminates have been shown to be shorter than vowels preceding
singleton consonants (see Section 1 above). Since vowel length is contrastive
in Dutch, these differences in vowel length may have served as a strong cue
for the native Dutch listeners about the singleton vs. geminate character of
the following obstruent. In other words, instead of basing their judgements
on the closure or frication duration differences between singletons and gemi-
nate consonants as well as on the vowel durations, the participants may have
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relied exclusively on the length of the preceding vowels. The perceptual
discrimination task hence does not provide us with evidence about the
phonological representations of singleton vs. geminate consonants in the
learners’ interlanguage: they may have one phonological representation for,
for instance, both /t/ and /t:/, namely /t/, but nevertheless have performed
well on the task on the basis of vowel length differences. Alternatively, the
learners may have created separate phonological representations for singleton
and geminate obstruents in Italian, which are, however, different from the
native Italian representations. Hayes-Harb and Masuda (2008) examined the
acquisition of Japanese geminates by native speakers of English. Their partic-
ipants were taught new (non)words and were then shown pictures that did or
did not match with a simultaneously played Japanese word. Target-
unmatched items consisted of pictures paired with the other member of the
singleton/geminate minimal pair. In order to perform accurately, speakers
had to be able not only to perceive the contrastive singleton and geminate
phonemes, but also to match the words to their lexical representations
(Hayes-Harb & Masuda, 2008). Hayes-Harb et al. (2008) noticed an asym-
metry between the perception of novel contrasts (in this case, Japanese gemi-
nates) and the lexical encoding of this contrast. They argue that learners may
very well hear a difference between two given words, but may not necessarily
correctly identify this difference. In fact, they suggest that “learners might
lexically encode a geminate /tt/ consonant as /t*/, where the ‘*’ might mean
‘sounds different from /t/’, even if they have not yet determined specifically
that /t/ and /t*/ differ specifically with respect to the feature [+/–long]”
(Hayes-Harb & Masuda, 2008: 26).

In other words, the L1 Dutch learners of Italian in the present study may
perform well on the perceptual discrimination task because they have created
separate phonological representations for singleton and geminate stops, but
these may not be based on consonant length or on C/V length ratios.

A production task, in which the same learners who participated in Exper-
iment 1, are recorded while reading Italian minimal pairs will reveal to what
extent the learners have acquired the singleton/geminate contrast in a native-
like way. If learners produce geminates with a longer consonant duration and
a higher C/V ratio than singletons, this would suggest they have acquired
separate phonological representations for singletons and geminates based on
consonant length.
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4. Experiment 2: Production

4.1. Participants

The 10 participants of Experiment 1 also participated in Experiment 2. In
addition, the experiment was also carried out by the same native speaker from
Experiment 1.

4.2. Materials and procedure

The stimuli were the same as in Experiment 1, i.e. 20 Italian tokens,
consisting of 10 minimal pairs of existing words. The participants were asked
to read out these tokens in the carrier phrase ‘Dirò la parola ___ ancora’ (‘I
will say the word ___ again’). Each token was shown for four seconds on a
computer display and tokens were presented in a randomized order. The list
of 20 tokens was repeated once in a different order, so that in total 40 tokens
were produced by each learner, leading to a total of 400 tokens for all partici-
pants together. Participants were asked to read at a natural speaking rate and
to hold the microphone at about hand’s length from their mouth. The tests
took place in the same silent room where the native speaker recordings were
made. Because of the absence of filler words, as well as the highly controlled
context of the experiment, the gathered data is considered as formal speech.

4.3. Measurements

The participants’ productions were analysed acoustically in Praat (Boersma &
Weenink, 2012) in terms of consonant and vowel length. The vowels were
measured in accordance with the measurements in Picket et al. (1999), so
that the consonant/vowel ratios would be comparable across both studies.
Accordingly, stop closure duration was measured from the offset of the
preceding vowel, to the onset of the burst of the consonant (see Figure 1 for
an example). Voice Onset Time was disregarded. For the fricatives, the period
of frication was measured (Figure 2). The preceding vowel was measured
(Figure 3) in order to calculate the C/V ratio (cf. Section 1).

The C/V ratios will be presented in Section 4.4, and will be compared to
the native speaker ratios presented in Pickett et al. (1999) and to the data
produced by the native speaker for this study. It will also be examined to
what extent C/V ratios for stops and fricatives are different.
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4.4. Results

In the production task, the ten students of Italian realized a total of 400
tokens. One instance of ‘papa’ was excluded from the sample because the
participant hesitated on the token, so that a total of 399 tokens remained in
the analysis. In some cases, participants misread tokens but corrected them-

Figure 1. Waveform of ‘dita’, with the closure duration of the singleton /t/ between 
markers

Figure 2. Waveform of ‘stesso’, with the periode of frication of the geminate /s:/ 
between markers

Figure 3. Waveform of ‘dita’, with the vowel /i/ between markers
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selves immediately afterwards (e.g. ‘stesso’ instead of ‘spesso’). In these cases,
the self-corrected tokens were included in the sample.

All tokens, along with their corresponding vowel length, consonant
length and C/V ratio, were then entered in SPSS (Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences, 2013). Each token was specified with an additional binary
value that characterized the token as geminate (1) or singleton (0). These
data were then analysed for correlations in SPSS.

First, the tokens were analysed for consonant length, measured in terms
of closure duration. Following Han (1992) on the acquisition of Japanese
geminates by native speakers of American English, we do not present the
actual closure duration measurements, as these are highly dependent on, for
instance, speech rate, but the ratio of geminate vs. singleton obstruents
produced by each speaker. These ratio values can be found in Table 4 for the
native Italian speaker and in Table 5 for the Dutch learners of Italian.

Table 4 reveals that the native Italian speaker produced all geminates with
closure/frication durations which were more than twice as long as those of
singletons. The learners’ data, presented in Table 5, show that the learners
produced geminates with longer closure/frication durations than the single-
tons, but the length differences were much smaller than those produced by

Table 4. Geminate/singleton ratios for the native speaker of Italian

/t:/ vs. /t/ /s:/ vs. /s/ /p:/ vs. /p/
Mean ratio 2.4 2.8 2.2

Table 5. Geminate/singleton ratios for the native speakers of Dutch

Participant /t:/ vs. /t/ /s:/ vs. /s/ /p:/ vs. /p/
1 1.1 1.5 1.2
2 1.7 1.9 1.2
3 1.4 2.0 1.1
4 1.4 3.1 1.2
5 1.3 1.9 1.4
6 1.8 1.7 1.9
7 1.2 1.7 1.1
8 1.2 2.2 1.2
9 1.4 2.5 1.3
10 1.3 2.6 1.3
Mean ratio 1.4 2.1 1.3
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the native speaker: except for /s:/ (ratio: 2.1), the geminates were produced
with closure/frication durations less than twice as long as those of the single-
tons. Participant no. 6, who had studied Italian on an autodidactic basis for 2
years preceding his university studies (see Section 3.1), clearly produced the
largest length differences between geminates and consonants.

Secondly, the data were analysed in terms of the C/V ratios for singletons
and geminates. Table 6 presents the mean consonant length, vowel length
and C/V ratio for singleton and geminate consonants for the native speaker
of Italian and for the Dutch learners of Italian.

Before analysing the data, it was verified that the measurements for the native
speaker’s recordings corresponded to those reported by Pickett et al. (1999).
The mean C/V ratios found in the present study were 0.454 for singletons
and 1.786 for geminates. Pickett et al. (1999) noted ratios ranging from 0.65
to 0.70 for singleton plosives in isolated context and from 2.54 to 2.97 for
geminate plosives. While these ratios tended to decrease as speaking rate
increased, the mean singleton and geminate ratios rarely crossed the 1.0 ratio
which Pickett et al. (1999) used to distinguish between both types of conso-
nants. The same criteria hold for the native speaker in the present study: the
C/V ratio of singleton consonants never exceeded 0.7 and those of geminates
did not go below 1.1. As a result, we will use the data of the native speaker we
recorded for the present study in a further comparison with the learners,
since this native speaker produced exactly the same tokens as the learners.

A bivariate correlation analysis of the native speaker data showed that
consonant length had a significant negative effect on vowel length (r(40) =
-0.678, p < 0.01). Moreover, there was a significant correlation between the
C/V ratio and the singleton/geminate variable (r(40) = 0.915, p < 0.01). A
Mann-Whitney U test revealed a significant difference between the vowel
length (U = 9, Z = -15.167, p < 0.01), consonant length (U = 400, Z = 5.410,

Table 6. Mean consonant and vowel lengths and C/V ratios for singletons and 
geminates in ms (and standard deviations)

L1 Dutch learners L1 Italian speaker
singletons geminates singletons geminates

Consonant length 112.9 (34.9) 184.9 (35.1) 88.2 (16.0) 226.3 (48.3)
Vowel length 149.1 (43.5) 90.1 (20.7) 197.6 (29.5) 128.9 (20.6)
C/V ratio 0.874 (0.502) 2.130 (0.530) 0.454 (0.101) 1.786 (0.414)
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p < 0.01) and C/V ratio of singleton and geminate words (U = 400, Z =
5.410, p < 0.01). Figure 4 visualizes the split between the C/V values of
singletons and geminates.

We then turn to the analysis of the learner data. A bivariate correlation
analysis of all the tokens showed that, just as for the native speaker, conso-
nant length correlated with vowel length (r(399) = -0.580; p < 0.01). In this
case, a Mann-Whitney U test was used to compare the vowel length, conso-
nant length and C/V ratio of geminate and singleton words, since the data
were not normally distributed. This revealed significant differences between
singleton and geminate words on all counts, i.e. vowel length (U = 4,559, Z =
-13.319, p < 0.01), consonant length (U = 36,449, Z = 14.368, p < 0.01) and
C/V ratio (U = 37,789, Z = 15.531, p < 0.01).

Figure 5 visualizes the C/V ratios of all individual tokens produced by the
learners.

Figure 4. Consonant and vowel length for geminates (0) and singletons (x) for the 
native speaker of Italian
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Figure 5 shows that there is a considerable degree of overlap between the
singleton and geminate category. It seems that the geminate C/V ratios are
much more concentrated than the more scattered singleton C/V ratios. Thus,
most of the overlap seems to be that of singleton ratios into the geminate
area, rather than vice versa.

With respect to the geminate consonants separately, the correlation
between the consonant and vowel length of geminates was statistically signif-
icant (r(360) = 0.298, p < 0.01).

An analysis of the singleton data showed that consonant length and vowel
length significantly correlated (r(359) = -0.470, p < 0.01).

4.5. Discussion

The results of the production data were analysed in two ways.

First, the data were analysed purely in terms of consonant duration. Although
Pickett et al. (1999) pointed out that consonant duration in Italian cannot be

Figure 5. Consonant and vowel length of geminates and singletons for all tokens 
(learners)
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studied independently from vowel duration, it was examined whether native
speakers of Dutch made any distinction at all between the consonant length
of singletons and that of geminates. The analysis of the geminate/singleton
closure/frication duration ratios revealed that the learners indeed produced
geminates with a longer closure/duration than singletons, but did so to a
much lesser extent than the native speaker. The native speaker produced
geminates which were at least twice as long as the singletons (with small
differences that, in the case of the plosives /p/ and /t/, can be related to the
place of articulation: cf. Celata & Costamagna 2012:128). This result is in
line with those obtained by Pickett et al. (1999), who report a ratio value of
1:2 for voiceless bilabial and alveodental plosives7. In contrast, the learners’
geminates were generally only less than 1.5 times longer than the singletons
(with the exception of the /s:/-/s/ pair, where the geminate was more than
twice as long as the singleton). This result confirms the findings of Kabak et
al. (2011) on the geminates produced by German learners of Italian. These
learners also realized the distinction between singleton and geminate conso-
nants, but produced the geminates with a shorter duration than the natives
did.

In sum, Dutch learners distinguished between singletons and geminates
purely on the basis of consonant length, suggesting that they may employ a
feature [length] for consonants, but failed to produce the distinction as
clearly as the native speaker, i.e. they did not phonetically implement the
contrast in a native-like way.

Secondly, the data were analysed in terms of C/V duration ratios. With
respect to the native speaker data, statistical analyses confirmed the results of
Pickett et al. (1999), in that both the C/V ratio and consonant and length
duration significantly affected the singleton/geminate variable. An analysis of
the learners’ productions showed that the learners’ mean C/V ratios for
singletons and geminates are closer to each other than those of the native
speakers of Italian. However, even though the distinction made by the
learners is not as pronounced as that made by native speakers, there is, on

7 Other authors report slightly different ratio values. Celata & Costamagna (2012: 128) calculate ratio
values of 1:1.2 for /p/ and 1:1.5 for /t/. Comparable results are also in Bertinetto & Vivalda (1978),
who report a ratio of 1:1.87 for voiceless labial plosives and voiceless labiodental fricatives, and in
Esposito & Di Benedetto (1999), who indicate a ratio value of 1:1.85 for the entire series of the
plosives.
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average, a clear difference between singleton and geminate C/V ratios. At the
same time, however, the actual distribution of C/V ratios in individual tokens
showed a significant degree of overlap between singletons and geminates,
which were clearly separated in the native speaker productions.

5. General discussion and conclusions

In this article, we set out to examine the acquisition of the Italian consonant
length contrast between singletons and geminates by Dutch learners. Three
research questions and hypotheses were at the heart of this study.

The first research question was whether native speakers of Dutch, who are
beginning learners of Italian, are able to perceptually distinguish between
Italian words differing only in the singleton vs. geminate character of the
medial obstruent. On the basis of Best’s PAM (1995) and Best and Tyler’s
(2007) PAM-L2, we hypothesized that learners would assimilate both Italian
singletons and geminates to Dutch singletons, but would consider singletons
to be better exemplars of the Dutch category than geminates. This would
enable them to distinguish singletons and geminates in a perceptual discrimi-
nation task. The results of the AXB-task confirmed that Dutch learners of
Italian were able to perceive the distinction between members of minimal
pairs differing only in the singleton/geminate contrast. However, another
potential explanation for the high scores of the learners, namely that they
relied solely on vowel length to make their judgements, could not be
excluded. High scores on perceptual discrimination tasks do not necessarily
imply that learners have built native-like phonological representations for
singleton and geminate consonants, as pointed out by Hayes-Harb and
Masuda (2008). They suggested that learners may have created separate
phonological representations, which may not be based on consonant length
and hence differ from the native Italian representations. Further research
including categorization tasks with category goodness ratings of geminates
would be useful to examine the type of assimilation involved in the acquisi-
tion geminates. Although the high scores on the discrimination task revealed
that the participants could generally distinguish between singleton and gemi-
nate consonants, categorization tasks with goodness ratings could provide
interesting information on how learners assimilate the Italian consonants to
Dutch ones (cross-language categorization task) and whether they are able to
correctly identify the consonants in an Italian mapping task.
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This brings us to the second main research question, namely whether
these beginning Dutch learners of Italian are able to produce a basic contrast
between singleton and geminate consonants in terms of consonant length,
measured as closure or frication duration. The results of the closure duration
measurements revealed that, just like the native speaker of Italian, learners
produced longer closure/frication durations for geminate than for singleton
consonants. This observation suggests that learners may have succeeded in
redeploying the feature [length], which they use for vowels in their L1, to
encompass consonants in their L2, Italian. The results confirm Mah &
Archibald’s (2003) claim that vowel length may be redeployed to encompass
consonant length in the acquisition of geminates. This claim – which was
originally proposed for L1 English learners of Japanese – can thus be
extended to the acquisition of Italian geminates by native speakers of Dutch.

A third question was whether learners implemented the production of
singletons vs. geminates phonetically in a native-like way, i.e. whether they
varied vowel length with the singleton vs. geminate character of the
obstruent. We hypothesized that native speakers of Dutch who are only
beginning learners of Italian might not be able to implement the
singleton/geminate contrast in a fully native-like way, i.e. might not vary
vowel length with consonant length in as way similar to that of native
speakers. The analysis of the geminate/singleton consonant length ratios
revealed that the learners produced geminates with longer closure/frication
durations than singletons, but not to the same extent as the native speaker,
who generally produced geminates which were more than twice as long as
singleton consonants. The analysis of the interaction between consonant and
vowel length revealed that there was a significant difference between the C/V
ratio of singleton and geminate words: vowels were significantly shorter
preceding geminates than preceding singletons. However, the distribution of
the individual tokens also revealed that there was a significant overlap
between the singleton and the geminate category for the learners, and part of
the singleton obstruents were actually realized within the geminate range of
the native speaker. By contrast, the distribution of the obstruents produced
by the native speaker showed a clear split, without overlap between the
singleton and the geminate categories.

In sum, this study has shown that beginning Dutch learners of Italian
were able to distinguish words containing singleton and geminate consonants
both in perception and production, but did not master the Italian
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singleton/geminate contrast in a fully native-like way. One interesting aspect
that could be examined in future research is the role of experience in the
acquisition of geminates. A comparison of various groups differing in the
amount of experience, as measured in terms of exposure and/or instruction
they have received, could reveal to what extent continued exposure to Italian
would lead to a more target-like mastery of the fine phonetic correlates
involved in the singleton-geminate contrast in Italian. The observation that
the participant who already had two years of experience learning Italian at the
time of test (informant no. 6) outperformed the other participants on both
tasks, suggests that a relatively short period of learning may lead to a better
performance on the perception and production of the Italian singleton/gemi-
nate contrast.
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Appendix: Word pair list

Note: The stimuli are transcribed as they were produced by the native speaker
of Southern Italian who read the stimuli.

Singletons Geminates
Words Fricatives casa [kasa] house cassa [kas:a] box

speso [speso] spent spesso [spes:o] often
mese [mese] month messe [mes:e] harvest
rosa [rɔsa] rose rossa [ros:a] red
steso [steso] laying 

down
stesso [stes:o] the same

Stops papa [papa] pope pappa [pap:a] pap, 
babyfood

copia [kɔpja] copy coppia [kop:ja] pair/couple
dita [dita] fingers ditta [dit:a] company
note [nɔte] notes notte [nɔt:e] night
sete [sete] thirst sette [sɛt:e] seven
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